
Release Notes for 7.0.12360 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Messaging New Feature A new "SMS to users/groups" display type has been added for customer memos, which 

enables the memo to be texted to specific users whenever specified processing steps are 

entered for that customer's orders. 

 

SPOT Pickup Fix Fixed a problem where only one marketing incentive profile coupon would print even when 

the customer was eligible under multiple active profiles. 

 

SPOT Pricing Fix When a coupon is added to an invoice with a discount, and the discount is removed, other 

invoices in the visit are saved with an incorrect price until the next time they are saved. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix Fixed Clerk Productivity - By Hour report to not include splits in orders detailed count 
 

SPOT Routes Fix Fix to Spot On-Demand Route Schedular failing to reassign all orders 
 

SPOT Search New Feature 2 New searches were added to search > advanced:  Locker Orders Open and Locker Orders 

By Date 

 

SPOT SMS Fix Fixed @PROMISEDDATE and @PROMISEDDATENOTIME tokens when sending an SMS Visit 

from Quick Receive. 

 

Conveyor Kiosk General Fix Fixed a problem where SPOT.Kiosk didn't obey the Min Store Invoice # setting. 
 

ProductionTrac PC General Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

Added support to PTPC to display production flags when using Order Processes. All items on 

the order will be checked for flags. Added same Configuration in PTPC settings as already 

existed for Production Tool and Item Processes. 

 

Released in ProductionTracPC 

1.0.32.0. A schema update is required. 

SPOT Scheduler General Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

New message options have been added to "Locker Order Delivered Email" email and "Locker 

Order Delivered SMS" scheduled task types to handle unpaid delivered orders, which are 

subsequently paid for. 

 

SPOT Email Fix "Order Ready" emails and SMS messages sent via SPOT Scheduler were not including all 

orders/pieces in the visit if orders had been racked on previous days. 

 

SPOT Email Fix "Order Ready" emails and SMS messages sent via SPOT Scheduler were not including all 

orders/pieces in the visit if orders had been racked on previous days. 

 



SPOT General New Feature Added a setting that will cause SPOT to automatically update the customer's home during 

Quick or Detail receive store in which the invoice is created. 

Company Settings > Customer 

Settings > Auto-update Customer 

Home Store 

SPOT HSL Fix Fixed a problem where changing an item's department from Item View did not switch to the 

taxability setting of the new department. 

 

SPOT Notification 

Center 

Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

The "Account Changes" tab in the Notification Center will now show customers who have 

requested delivery service but haven't been assigned to a route/service plan as "Route 

Pending" and not allow the changes to be acknowledged until a route is assigned. This 

mirrors existing functionality in the "Signups" tab. 

 

SPOT Pricing Fix The enviro charge could go to zero if splitting by department is turned off, enviro is 

calculated by percent on the taxable amount, and an item is added from a department with 

enviro turned off. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix The "Tax Picked Up Summary" report was not including data from all selected stores. 
 

SPOT Reports Fix Fixed speed of RouteTrac Summary causing time out errors. 
 

SPOT Reports New Feature "Production Completion" report has been added to Production folder of Reports Gallery. 
 

SPOT Reports Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

Added CCOF, Billing Group and Balance to the Customer Profile Report Exports 
 

SPOT Reports Fix Fixed:  Reports - RouteTrac - Route Report not working 
 

SPOT Routes Fix Restored ability to sort by Action column in Route Detail pane of RouteTrac view. 
 

SPOT Search Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

The ability to search for invoices by reassignable bag ID has been added to the invoice 

search screen. 

 

ProductionTrac PC General Addition to 

Existing 

Feature 

ProductionTrac PC can now display an average production percentage based on goals 

defined on a per-item basis. (Reports working on this basis will appear in a later SPOT 

release). The owner/manager configures the Goal Pieces Per Hour setting with the number 

of pieces per hour the production employee should be able to complete if all of their work 

was that item type. The amount can include decimals, e.g. 10.5. 

Also the "Use per-item goals as defined in Price Tables" setting must be enabled in 

ProductionTrac PC. 

SPOT Program Configuration > 

Company Settings > Mark-in Settings 

> Price Tables > [Price Table Name] > 

Departments > Categories > Items > 

Goal Pieces Per Hour 

ProductionTracPC Settings > 

Production PPH > Use per-item goals 

as defined in Price Tables 



API General Fix Fixed - Customer Connect Sign Up Error (invalid GUID value) 
 

CustomerConnect 

3.x 

General Fix Fixed - CC3 - When trying to save a route pickup request, the user received a very cryptic 

message of "please update your credit card" with no reason why. This update clarifies the 

message to the user (CCOF expired, valid entry not found), and also allows tokenized CCOF 

to proceed if the setting (Company Settings > Credit Card Settings > Enable Token 

Expiration Notification) is not checked (allows the attempted processing since most 

processors do not revoke or invalidate the token upon expiration). 

 

CustomerConnect 

3.x 

General Fix Fixed - Simplified Sign-up - declined "Schedule Pickup" resulted in an error 
 

CustomerConnect 

3.x 

General Fix CustomerConnect3 - Removed "Help" control until we can get a more complete message in 

place 

 

CustomerConnect 

3.x 

General Fix Fixed - CustomerConnect3 will now accept old- and new-style password reset links 
 

SPOT Uncategorized Fix Fixed - Interactive SMS - On Demand Route Reminder should not accept a date request after 

it's expired 

 

API General Fix Fixed - API - The OTS customer "Click-to-Redeem" coupon URL is returning a status of 

InvalidID 

 

 


